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Candidate Free Resource Guide
Across the wonderful ecosystem of groups on the Left, there’s a myriad of activists standing by to aid you in
your campaign work as you go. Here’s a guide to who can aid you with what, so you can offset your costs, join
forces and WIN!

DNC’s I Will Run Marketplace
The I Will Run Marketplace is a tech marketplace for Democratic campaigns — it’s a curated compilation
of the best-in-class tools currently used by campaigns, and the tools tested by DNC-funded case studies. It is
also a platform where the DNC Tech team can coordinate trainings, volunteers, and price negotiation for Democratic campaigns. DNC Tech surveyed the progressive tech ecosystem looking for tools that campaigns and
state parties can use to upgrade their work, so the campaigns, in turn, can focus on the essential initiatives of
their programs. We also wanted to ensure that vetted, reputable, and interesting vendors can partner directly
with campaigns to hear actual feedback from the ground, allowing vendors to tune their tools to meet campaign
needs. As the DNC created their ecosystem map, they discovered where the holes are in the ecosystem, and are
now actively find partners or entrepreneurs who want to fill these gaps to help state parties and campaigns.

National Democratic Training Committee
The National Democratic Training Committee provides free campaign training to Democratic candidates
up and down the ticket. They travel around the country to provide live trainings and offer on-demand trainings
available 24/7 from any Internet connection. Sign up at: https://www.traindemocrats.org/get-trained.
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Higher Ground Labs
Chicago-based Higher Ground Labs has made huge strides as one of the first and most powerful incubators for political tech. With their incredibly innovative cohorts, they have found some of the same holes that
DNC and similar have identified, and are beginning to source teams that can build tech to fill the gaps. Betsy
Hoover, who runs the program, is very aware of what candidates face when they wade into the vast sea of tool
available to them. “I’ve often envisioned this as a decision-tree,” she states. “ What if there was a site you could
go through and click on options, it’s this kind of race and here are my priorities and here’s my budget etc. and it
could present you with a menu. But that doesn’t exist. Yet.”
The Higher Ground labs team incubates companies every year, and the following, for references, is their
2018 cohort of companies, filling gaps and holes in the market one by one:

ACRONYM
ACRONYM, founded in 2017, has made a digital tools guide with in-depth profiles of over 73 political
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tools that helps candidates decipher the over-300 tech tools out there in the political space, and do side-by-side
comparisons of each tool. (Something this framework guide does not do.) The guide describes the upsides and
downsides of each tool, the costs, who it’s meant to be used by, and for whom they would recommend it for
use. Access the ACRONYM digital guide here. To date, this guide has been accessed by thousands of users,
including campaigns, organizations, and nonprofits. A blog post about it has been viewed and read thousands
of times. The ACRONYM team has had conversations with people at Planned Parenthood, NextGen, the DNC,
EMILY’s List, America Votes, the National Democratic Training Committee, VAN, and many state parties and
campaigns to give tools recommendations. To make updates this past cycle, the team spoke with organizers,
activists, data directors, organizing directors, program managers, regional organizing directors, and other staffers to get their unfiltered thoughts about the tech that helped (or hurt!) their efforts to win the 2018 midterms,
updated the existing tools on the site with new pricing information, features, and more to reflect the most up to
date versions of the tools, and expanded their guide to include 20 additional tools.

Red2Blue
Red2Blue can teach you about how to integrate texting into your campaigns, and add a (potentially) free
managed texting arm to your run? Red2Blue is standing by to teach you and aid you in texting your district.
They can show you the latest in tools, give results from previous campaigns and best practices, and run a whole
ancillary texting “arm” for your organization. Don’t let another millennial slip through your fingers! Find out
more at www.red2blue.org and contact them at texting@red2blue.org.

Ragtag
Ragtag has put together a campaign helpdesk and a sea of tech-savvy builders to aid those in a campaign
who are struggling with a tool or with any kind of tech support. They have hired a volunteer team of tech experts and troubleshooters who can answer your questions as they come up with tech tools, strategies and general tech deployment within a campaign. See more here, https://ragtag.org/projects/2018/8/9/campaign-helpdesk,
and at ragtag.org.
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Votetripling
VoteTripling is disseminating a free, evidence-based relational organizing technique that you can add onto
your campaign to expand your GOTV efforts using proven techniques. Here’s a one-pager summarizing our free
technique and here’s our work-in-progress campaign training manual. If you want to see results from this tactic,
see their randomized control trial results.

The Analyst Institute
The Analyst Institute offers a free membership for anyone that would like to receive reports of studies being
conducted on tools and tactics on the progressive side. Analyst Group members share knowledge and findings,
and participants recognize that collaboration across firms and organizations is essential to improving our tactics, methods, and techniques. The goal of the Analyst Group is to build our collective knowledge to benefit the
progressive movement as a whole. For more information about the Analyst Group, you can sign up here.

Demlabs
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Democracy Labs is a hub for ongoing technology and creative innovation that serves progressive campaigns
and organizations at the national, state, and local levels.
Our focus is on long term, sustainable and affordable solutions. An approach that is longer than an election
cycle, and isn’t purely dependant on volunteers, can enable more qualified candidates to run for office and for
more issue groups to bring about positive social change. See more here.

Lumen5
With this free app and tool, you can literally make a campaign video in 30 minutes. You need no training at
all, and can literally just drag and drop campaign photos, logo and more into the tool. It allows for easy voiceover and wording over images. Learn more here.
Our focus is on long term, sustainable and affordable solutions. An approach that is longer than an election
cycle, and isn’t purely dependant on volunteers, can enable more qualified candidates to run for office and for
more issue groups to bring about positive social change. See more here.

Local Majority
If you need to win your race and have a particular platform or policy issue you think will be critical as
you run, ask this team out of CA to make you a report and a set of messaging points that you can use in media
interviews and on social media about the issue. Let by Joann Loulan, this team works free for progressive and
democratic candidates and has to date produced over 51 paper/bullet point scripts for candidates in need.
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ESRI, Living Atlas, Statistical Atlas and Free Mapping Tools
ESRI has several free mapping tools that can aid you in mapping your area. These include LivingAtlas.
Living Atlas is a free app that displays a range of issues that affect local residents and might be used to mobilize
voters. Statistical Atlas shows free demographic maps of areas, with data that can be cut by age, race, household
types and much more. Some of the issues that can be analyzed include social equity & health, economic opportunity, transportation & infrastructure, environment and public safety. See more here. Candidate Sean Casten
has used a combination of the ESRI tools Survey123 and StoryMap to crowdsource his positions on top issues
from his candidates. Read more on the Demlabs blog about this and more applications of these free tools here.

Adobe Spark
Adobe Spark has a free, Lego-like assembly app for free campaign videos. Here’s a step by step guide on
how to make one, fast.
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Background Information Free Resources
Campaigns can be devastated by opponents pretending to be volunteers. PIPL, Project Veritas Exposed,
Fast People Search and many more are free resources that can allow you to research anyone that wants to work
for your campaign, fast. Read more at the Demlabs blog here.
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